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Abstract
One of the principal recovery mechanisms in Naturally Fractured Reservoirs (NFRs)
is spontaneous imbibition. Understanding the parameters affecting spontaneous
imbibition is the first step to achieve optimum oil recovery in NFRs. The effects
of changing flow rate of injected water, wettability, rock properties, capillary pres-
sure, fracture width and fluids viscosities are studied using a simplified model.
Furthermore, a linear transfer function, used to model spontaneous imbibition, is
evaluated.
A numerical model developed at the University of Stavanger is used to describe
fracture matrix flow. Transport due to advection takes place in the fracture and
capillary forces influence flow in the direction perpendicular to the fracture. Two
dimensionless parameters describing fracture matrix flow are studied: α = τ
f
τc,m
which is the ratio of the time for flow in the fracture to the time for flow in the
matrix and β = V
M
V f
which is the ratio of matrix pore volumes to fracture pore
volumes.
After studying the dimensionless parameters, the model is modified by intro-
ducing a linear transfer function of the form T = BφM(Seq − SMw ) to account for
the mass exchange between fracture and matrix. Numerical simulations are used
to compare the modified and the original model. Physical parameters affecting the
rate constant B are investigated.
As a result, it was found that when waterflooding takes place, a preferentially
water-wet (PWW) system produces significantly more oil than a preferentially oil
wet (POW) system.
Varying the dimensionless parameters respect to a base case, the following
observations were made. When α increases at constant β, water imbibes deep in
the matrix improving oil recovery. On the contrary when α decreases, poor oil
recovery is observed. When increasing β at constant α, the water injection rate is
reduced, improving oil recovery. When increasing β and decreasing α water takes
more time to travel in the fracture, hence there is more time for imbibition to
occur, which improves oil recovery.
When the viscosity ratio is low (µw/µo = 1/5), more water imbibes in the
matrix compared to the base case (µw/µo = 1). Reducing the water viscosity
increases oil recovery by spontaneous imbibition.
The linear transfer function evaluated can reproduce the oil recovery curve
produced by the original model. However, this transfer function cannot reproduce
the linear behaviour of the recovery curve before breakthrough. Regarding the
rate constant B, the following relation was observed B ∝ KM
φM
. Where KM is the
matrix absolute permeability and φM is the porosity.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Background
Naturally fractured reservoirs (NFR) represent over 20% of the world’s oil reserves
[21]. Examples of prolific hydrocarbon reservoirs include the Monterrey Shales
in California, the West Texas carbonates, the Asmari Limestone in Iran and the
North Sea Chalks. These fields generally have active aquifers associated with
them, and most will eventually go through a process of secondary recovery by
waterflooding [20]. Planing waterflooding in a NFR is additionally challenging
because of the complexity of the fractures’ geometry. Interaction between rock, oil
and water in a NFR is complex. Understanding the fluid flow mechanisms is the
first step to achieve optimum oil recovery.
The Ekofisk field, in the North Sea, is an example of waterflooding of a NFR.
This field produces from naturally fractured chalk in the Ekofisk and Tor For-
mations of Early Paleocene and Late Cretaceous ages. The reservoir rocks have
high porosity, but low permeability. Ekofisk was originally developed by pressure
depletion and had an expected recovery factor of 17 per cent. Since then, limited
gas injection and comprehensive water injection have contributed to a substan-
tial increase in oil recovery. Large scale water injection started in 1987, and in
subsequent years the water injection area has been extended in several phases.
Experience has proven that water displacement of the oil is more effective than
anticipated, and the expected recovery factor for Ekofisk is now approximately 50
per cent [8].
Fractured porous media are usually divided into matrix and fracture systems.
The matrix system contains most of the fluid storage, but fluid movement is slow
[20]. Fractures contain little fluid relative to the matrix, but fluids flow more easily.
Production from NFR can be associated with various physical mechanisms.
Oil expansion, spontaneous imbibition, gravity drainage, diffusion and viscous
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displacement. One of the principal recovery mechanisms in NFRs is spontaneous
imbibition, controlled by capillary forces, where water enters the matrix from the
fractures, displacing oil [18]. Imbibition is defined as the displacement of one
fluid by another immiscible fluid. In two-phase flow in porous media, spontaneous
imbibition occurs when a wetting fluid displaces a non-wetting fluid, contrary to
drainage where the non-wetting phase displaces the wetting fluid.
To increase oil recovery in NFRs by means of waterflooding, it is important to
understand the physical interactions between the rock, oil and water. Intuitively,
we expect injected water to flow primarily through low flow resistance fractures
rather than the high flow resistance matrix when capillary imbibition forces are
weak. Thus, capillary forces must be relatively strong if water injection in fractured
systems is going to be successful.
The present work aims to improve understanding of spontaneous imbibition
in the process of waterfooding a NFR. For this purpose, the Study of a Model
for Spontaneous Imbibition as a Mechanism for Oil Recovery in Naturally Frac-
tured Reservoirs is presented. With the knowledge gained from this work increased
understanding of different parameters affecting oil recovery by spontaneous imbi-
bition in NFR will be achieved.
1.2 Motivation
Developing a Study of a Model for Spontaneous Imbibition as a Mechanism for
Oil Recovery in Naturally Fractured Reservoirs, will provide understanding of the
physical principles behind waterflooding a NFR. The parameters affecting sponta-
neous imbibition will be determined and described qualitatively. The role of flow
rate of injected water, wettability, properties of the rock, capillary pressure and
others will be studied. Furthermore, a linear transfer function used in streamline
reservoir simulators will be evaluated and analysed.
A better understanding of the physical principles behind water flooding of a
NFR, will improve waterflooding planning and performance. Better waterflood
performance will increase the amount of oil produced from the reservoir. Positive
economical repercussions will come attached to improved waterflood performance.
In this work, a model for oil displacement by water is studied. This model
has been developed in the University of Stavanger (UIS) and is taken from [19].
The model is derived from the transport equations for incompressible, immiscible
oil-water flow in porous rocks. The model provides insight into the role played
by parameters like saturation functions, injection rate, volume of fractures versus
volume of matrix, different viscosity relations, and strength of capillary forces
versus injection rate.
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1.3 Objectives
This work investigates how water displaces oil in a fracture-matrix geometry. A
linear fracture symmetrically surrounded by porous matrix is considered. When
water is injected, it displaces oil from the fracture towards the producing well but
at the same time water imbibes in the matrix blocks and displaces oil towards the
fracture.
The main objective of this work is to understand the factors affecting spon-
taneous imbibition by the use of a 1D+1D model developed at the University of
Stavanger. The model uses the transport equations for oil and water in porous
rocks together with Darcy equation to generate a system of partial differential
equations describing the change in storage of water in the rock, the model con-
siders the effect of advective displacement and capillary diffusion. The model is
written for a 2D geometry. The equations are scaled and the system is solved
using an operator splitting approach. A discrete scheme is generated to solve the
equations numerically.
To achieve this objective the following secondary objectives are established:
1. Describe qualitatively the role of saturation curves of the porous rock.
2. Describe the role of the dimensionless parameters described in the 1D+1D
model.
3. Identify the influence of the viscosity ratio on oil recovery.
4. Test a Linear Transfer Function when implemented in the 1D+1D model.
The approach that has been taken here, provides with qualitative description
of oil displacement by water in a fracture matrix geometry.
1.4 Outline
Chapter one ”Introduction” is a section describing the framework of the study.
It introduces the motivation behind the investigation within the context of an
important NFR in the North Sea, and sketches the motivation of the study and
its objectives. At last it describes the structure of the present written work.
Chapter two ”Literature Review” begins by introducing the most common
approaches used in modelling of NFRs. Then it presents the concept of transfer
function, taking a close look at the deduction of a linear transfer function. Im-
portant concepts like wettability and capillary pressure are discussed. Finally, an
example of how scaling is used to simplify mathematical problems is presented.
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Chapter three − ”Model description” presents the transport equations for in-
compressible flow of oil and water. The fracture-matrix geometry used in this
work is presented. The 1D+1D model is scaled using dimensionless parameters
and α and β quantities are introduced. The initial and boundary conditions are
established. The relative permeability and the capillary pressure curves are de-
scribed. At the end of the chapter a modification of the 1D+1D model using a
linear transfer function is introduced.
Chapter four − ”Numerical Investigations” presents the input parameters used
in the 1D+1D model. The impact of the system wettability is investigated. The
importance of α, β and viscosity ratio µw/µo is studied.
Chapter five − ”Linear Transfer Function Testing” presents a study of a trans-
fer function of the form T = BφM(Seq − SM). The main focus is to understand
the physical parameters modifying the rate constant B. The influence of system
wettability, grid size (nx and ny), matrix permeability (K
M) and porosity (φM)
are evaluated.
Chapter six − ”Discussion and Conclusions” summarizes and points out im-
portant aspects presented in the previous chapters regarding the 1D+1D model
and the linear transfer function. A review of the goals of this work is contrasted
with the results of the investigation. At the end of the chapter, conclusions of this
work are stated.
Appendix A − ”Matrix Saturation and Capillary Pressure Plots for Prefer-
entially Water-Wet system” presents a comparison of saturations and capillary
pressures inside the matrix in a preferentially water wet (PWW) system. These
were calculated using the 1D+1D and the linear transfer function models.
Appendix B − ”Matrix Saturation and Capillary Pressure Plots for Preferen-
tially Oil Wet system” presents a comparison of saturations and capillary pressures
inside the matrix in a preferentially oil wet (POW) system. These were calculated
using the 1D+1D and the linear transfer function models.
Appendix C − ”Influence of grid size on Rate constant B” presents various
plots showing that the grid size used in the calculations have an impact on the
rate constant B.
Appendix D− ”Numerical discretization of the linear transfer function” presents
the algebraic equations used to calculate the solutions of the linear transfer func-
tion.
Appendix E − ”Nomenclature” presents the variables, abbreviations, sub-
scripts and superscripts used throughout this work.
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Chapter 2
Literature review
This chapter describes relevant concepts for modelling oil water flow in a fracture
matrix geometry.
2.1 Fracture-matrix flow
In NFRs, fractures provide the main path for fluid flow from the reservoir, usually
the oil from the matrix blocks flows into the fracture space, and the fractures carry
the oil to the wellbore [15].
Two approaches are used in order to model NFRs. The first is a dual porosity
approach and the second is a discrete fracture/discrete matrix approach. Both are
discussed in the following:
The dual porosity approach considers the reservoir as containing two interact-
ing media: the fractures that carry the flow and the matrix that stores the oil.
The geometry of the fracture and matrix is not represented in detail, instead, it
is replaced by a regularized (grid block) representation of the field [10]. In this
model one porosity is associated with the matrix blocks and the other with the
fractures. In a field scale reservoir simulation using the dual-porosity approach,
fluid exchange between fracture and matrix is described by a single transfer func-
tion [12]. In Fig.2.1 taken from [15], it is possible to see an schematic view of a
fracture network together with the matrix blocks. If the matrix blocks are linked
only through the fracture system, this could be regarded as a dual porosity single
permeability system, since fluid flow through the reservoir takes place only in the
fracture network with the matrix blocks acting as sources. If there is the possibility
of flow directly between neighbour matrix blocks, this is conventionally considered
to be a dual porosity dual permeability system [23].
Significant work has been made to develop appropriate transfer functions to
account the mass exchange from the matrix to the fracture network (A discussion
11
on transfer functions is presented in Section 2.2).
Figure 2.1: Idealization of flow and elemental reservoir volumes containing matrix
blocks in a naturally fractured reservoir according to ”Dual Porosity Model”
On the other hand, the discrete fracture/discrete matrix (DFDM) approach de-
scribes both the fracture and matrix with an explicit grid. This method is the most
physically realistic and computationally accurate way to model flow in fractured
media [10]. Capturing displacement in a geologically realistic fracture network
requires a finely resolved grid and intricate indirect discretization approaches [10].
In this work a simplified 1D+1D model is used. This model describes displace-
ment of oil by water in a single fracture surrounded by a matrix section. This
model is transparent and considers that oil is displaced by advection inside the
fracture and by capillary forces in the matrix [19]. Advection transport in the
matrix and gravity are neglected.
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2.2 Dual porosity approach and transfer func-
tions
As mentioned in the previous section, when using the ”Dual porosity” approach to
simulate flow in NFRs, the fracture and matrix systems are separated into different
continua, each with its own set of properties characteristic to the matrix and
fracture systems. Matrix-fracture mass transfer is described through a ”Transfer
Function” [3]. With this definition, the formulation for a dual porosity model would
be very similar to a conventional single porosity model, except for the presence of
the tranfer function [22]. This transfer function is the heart of the dual porosity
model because it controls performance of a NFR. The concept of a transfer function
from a simulation point of view is presented in Figure 2.2 taken from [22].
Figure 2.2: Tranfer function schematic
The equations describing the ”Dual Porosity” approach for two phase flow are
given by the following equations for the fracture and the matrix respectively:
∂t(φ
fS) +∇(φVtf fw(S) +Kfg[λfof fw](S)∆ρ∇z = −T (2.1)
∂t(φ
MS) = T (2.2)
It can be seen from Eq. 2.1 and Eq.2.2, that the interaction between frac-
ture and matrix is governed by the transfer function T. The transfer functions
generally used assume that the mechanism governing fracture matrix flow is fluid
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expansion and neglect additional mechanisms like imbibition and gravity segrega-
tion. Also, block averaged values of potential, saturation, capillary pressure and
relative permeabilities are used in the transfer functions.
Two forms of transfer functions are presented in the following. The purpose of
these functions is to model capillary-controlled counter current imbibition between
matrix and fracture.
2.2.1 Linear transfer function
Many experiments have studied spontaneous imbibition, where water-wet cores
have been surrounded by water, and oil recovery has been recorded [17]. Oil
recovery can be matched by a simple exponential function of time. The following
expression is suggested to match oil recovery.
R = R∞(1− e−Bt) (2.3)
Where R∞ is the ultimate recovery, R is the oil recovery, B is a rate constant
in 1/s and t is the time in s. According to [7], the rate constant B is defined by:
B = 3
√
KM
φM
σ
L2c
J ′λoλw
λo + λw
|SMw =Seq (2.4)
Where KM is the matrix permeability given in m2, φM is the matrix perme-
ability, J ′ is the derivative of the J function (See Section 2.7), λi is the mobility
of phase i (o=oil, w=water) , Seq is the saturation at which imbibition stops, σ is
the interfacial tension between oil and water given in N/m and Lc is an effective
length given in m, which is calculated with the formula:
L2c =
V
n∑
i=1
Ai
li
(2.5)
Where V is the matrix block volume in m3, Ai is the area open to flow in the
ith direction given in m2 and li is the distance from the open surface to a no flow
boundary.
If it is not possible to calculate the mobilities at the equilibrium saturation Seq,
B constant may be calculated by a relation suggested in [26]:
B = b
√
KM
φM
σ
L2c
√
µoµw
(2.6)
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Where b depends on the reservoir wettability and varies from 0.05 for strongly
water-wet systems to 10−5 and lower for mixed wet systems. Matrix permeability
KM is given in m2, interfacial tension σ is given in N/m and viscosity µi in Pa.S
If SMw is the average water saturation in the matrix, then the ratio of recovery
and ultimate recovery is given by:
R
R∞
=
SMw − SMwi
Seq − SMwi
(2.7)
Where SMwi is the initial water saturation in the matrix. Thus:
SMw = S
M
wi + (Seq − SMwi)(1− exp−Bt) (2.8)
From Eq. 2.8:
φM
∂SMw
∂t
= T = BφM(Seq − SMwi) (2.9)
It is possible to write the transfer function as:
T1 = Bφ
M(Seq − SMw ) Sfw > 0
= 0 Sfw = 0 (2.10)
Where the rate constant B is defined by Eq. 2.6 [6]. Note that the transfer function
is a linear function of the matrix saturation. This relations will be referred as the
linear transfer function in this work.
This function considers the imbibition potential ∆S = (Seq−SMw ) as the driving
force generating mass transfer between the matrix and fracture.
2.2.2 Conventional transfer function
In grid-based dual porosity formulation, transfer rates for both oil and water are
defined using a Darcy type expression [13]:
T = Tw = FK
Mλfw(p
f
w − pMw ) (2.11)
To = FK
Mλfo(p
f
o − pMo ) (2.12)
Where F is the shape with the dimensions of 1/length2 which represents the
inverse of the fracture spacing squared, pfw is the pressure of the water phase in the
fracture, pMw is the pressure of the water phase in the matrix, p
f
o is the pressure of
the oil phase in the fracture, pMo is the pressure of the oil phase in the matrix. Since
there is no viscous mediated flow in the stagnant regions the capillary pressure is
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given by, pMc = p
M
o −pMw . For incompressible flow To+Tw = 0. If it is assumed that
the capillary pressure in the matrix is much higher than in the fracture (pfo = p
f
w),
it is possible to derive the conventional transfer function [6]:
T2 = FK
M λ
f
wλ
f
o
λfw + λ
f
o
pMc (2.13)
2.3 Rock wettability
Rock wettability in a multiphase fluid system is the tendency of either the water
phase or the oil phase to maintain contact with the rock surface. Thus, the surface
of a water-wet rock, preferentially maintains contact with water, while the surface
of an oil-wet rock will preferentially maintain contact with oil.
The most common method of determining rock wettability is by measurement
of the contact angle θ between the rock surface and the fluid system as shown in
Fig. 2.3 reproduced from [25]. The contact angle θ at the surface can range from 0
to 180◦. Generally, when θ is between 0 to 75◦, the system is defined as water-wet.
When θ is between 105 to 180◦ the system is defined as oil-wet. In the middle
range of contact angles, a system is neutrally or intermediately wet [1].
Figure 2.3: Contact angle describing system wettability
The oil composition affects the wettability of the rock. The wetting state of
reservoir rock is affected by the presence of polar compounds such as asphaltenes,
film forming components, and high molecular weight paraffins. Other factors that
may affect rock wettability include type of minerals present in the rock, the reser-
voir rock type (quartz, silica, calcite, etc), and the salinity of the connate water [11].
2.4 Waterflooding and wettability
In this section, the importance of wettability on waterflood is described.
In a strongly water-wet rock at initial water saturation. The wetting phase,
will occupy the small pores and form a thin film over all the rock surfaces [9].
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Oil, the non wetting phase, will occupy the center of the larger pores. Any oil
placed in the small pores would be displaced into the center of the large pores by
spontaneous water imbibition [2].
During a waterflood of a water-wet system, water moves through the porous
medium in a fairly uniform front [5]. In the zone where oil and water are flowing,
a portion of the oil exists in continuous channels with some dead end branches.
Figure2.4 a) taken from [24] shows water displacing oil from a water-wet pore.
Water will advance through the walls of the pore, displacing oil in front of it. At
some point, the neck connecting the oil in the pore with the remaining oil will
become unstable and snap off, leaving a spherical oil globule trapped in the center
of the pore. After the water front passes, almost all the remaining oil is immobile.
Because of such immobility in this water-wet case, there is little or no production
of oil after water breakthrough [4].
Figure 2.4: Water displacing oil from a pore during waterflood:
a) strongly water-wet system, b) strongly oil-wet system
In a strongly oil-wet rock, the rock is preferentially in contact with the oil, and
the location of the two fluids is reversed from the water-wet case. Oil will generally
be found in the small pores and as a thin film on the rock surfaces, while water
will be located in the center of the larger pores.
During a waterflood in a strongly oil-wet rock, oil displacement is less efficient
than one in a water-wet rock. When the waterflood starts, the water will form
continuous channels or fingers through the centers of the larger pores, pushing
oil in front of it, as shown in Figure 2.4 b). Oil is left in the smaller crevices
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and pores. As water injection continues, water invades the smaller pores to form
additional continuous channels, and the water oil ratio (WOR) of the produced
fluids gradually increases [2].
2.5 Relative permeability curves in strongly wet-
ted systems
Relative permeability curves measured on strongly water-wet and strongly oil-wet
systems are presented in Fig. 2.5 taken from [14]. The plot shows relative perme-
ability in water-wet and oil-wet systems. The relative permeability is measured
as percent of the total permeability. These measurements were taken in a core
composed of sintered aluminium oxide and fluids were brine and heptane. It can
be noted form Fig. 2.5 that the water relative permeability is higher for the oil-
wet system than the water-wet system. This happens because the wetting fluid
travels through the smaller pores and the non-wetting fluid travels through the
larger pores [2]. Regarding Fig. 2.5, at residual oil saturation, the water relative
permeability is about 80% for oil-wet system and 40%for the water-wet system.
The crossover point, where the water and oil relative permeabilities are equal, oc-
curs at water saturation 35% PV for oil-wet core and 65% PV for the water-wet
one. This observations agree with the rules of thumb presented in Table 2.1 [5].
Table 2.1: Craig’s Rules of Thumb for Determining Wettability
Water-Wet Oil-Wet
Residual Water Saturation Usually grater
than 20 to 25%
PV
Generally less
than 15% PV
Saturation at which oil and water
relative permeabilities are equal
Greater than
50% water
saturation
Less than 50%
water saturation
Relative permeability to water at
the maximum water saturation;
based on the effective oil perme-
ability at reservoir residual water
saturation.
Generally less
than 30%.
Greater than
50% and ap-
proaching 100%
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Figure 2.5: Steady-state oil/water relative permeabilities
2.6 Capillary pressure curves
Capillary pressure is defined as the pressure difference between the non-wetting
phase and the wetting phase and is expressed by the following relation:
pc = pnw − pn (2.14)
In Eq. 2.14, pc is capillary pressure, pnw is pressure in the non-wetting phase, pn
is pressure in the wetting phase. The magnitude of the capillary pressure depends
on saturation of each phase, on the nature of the continuous phase, and on the
distribution, shape, and size of the pores and pore throats. It is simpler to visualize
the effect of capillary pressure in a capillary tube (Figure 2.6), capillary pressure
in this geometry is given by:
pc =
2σcosθ
r
(2.15)
In Eq. 2.15, σ is the interfacial tension between the two fluids, θ is the angle of
contact which denotes the wettability of the capillary tube; and r is the radius of
the capillary tube. The angle of contact which denotes the wettability is shown in
Fig. 2.6.
There are two types of capillary pressure processes: drainage and imbibition.
In a drainage process, the non-wetting fluid displaces the wetting fluid, while the
reverse occurs for imbibition [1]. It is possible to plot capillary pressure as a
function of water saturation. Generally, there is hysteresis in capillary pressure
as the saturation is varied, making drainage and imbibition curves different. An
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Figure 2.6: Oil/water interface in a capillary tube
example of capillary pressure curve as a function of water saturation for a water-
wet system is presented in Fig.2.7 taken from [1].
Three sections can be distinguished in the capillary pressure curve of Fig. 2.7.
A drainage capillary pressure (curve 1) is measured by gradually increasing the
capillary pressure from zero to a large positive value, which reduces the saturation
of the wetting phase (water). As saturation is decreased, portions of the wetting
phase become disconnected from the bulk wetting phase. Eventually, when the
externally applied capillary pressure is sufficiently high, all of the wetting phase
remaining in the core will be disconnected and the capillary pressure curve will
be almost vertical [1]. Curve 2 of Fig. 2.7 is the spontaneous imbibition curve,
determined after the drainage capillary pressure curve is measured. The capillary
pressure, initially at a large positive value, is gradually decreased to zero allowing
the wetting phase to imbibe. Curve 3 of Fig. 2.7 is the forced imbibition curve,
where the capillary pressure is decreased from zero to a large negative value. When
the capillary pressure is negative, the pressure in the wetting phase (water) is
higher than the pressure in the non-wetting phase oil, forcing water into the core.
Capillary pressure measured in strongly oil-wet system is presented in Fig. 2.8
taken from [1]. The core where this measurements took place was first saturated
with oil, then a drainage capillary pressure curve (curve 1) was measured by de-
creasing the capillary pressure to a large negative value. It is important to note
that the curve is plotted vs. oil saturation and with negative capillary pressure
plotted upward. The spontaneous imbibition curve (curve 2) is measured as the
capillary pressure goes to zero [1].
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Figure 2.7: Oil/water capillary pressure curve measured on water-wet system
2.7 Leverett J function
It is often necessary to compare capillary pressure curves measured on different
cores from the same reservoir. Because capillary pressure is affected by both
permeability and porosity, it is necessary to correct for these effects before a proper
comparison can be made. This is done with the empirical Leverett J function [16]:
J(Sw) =
Pc
σ
(
k
φ
)1/2 (2.16)
Where k is absolute permeability, φ is porosity, Pc is capillary pressure, σ is inter-
facial tension. All capillary pressure data from a formation will be reduced to a
single curve when the Leverett J function is plotted vs. saturation [1].
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Figure 2.8: Oil/water capillary pressure curve measured on oil-wet system
2.8 Scaling in mathematics
The aim of scaling is to reduce the number of parameters in a given model. So,
a pre-requisite of the technique of scaling is knowledge of the equations governing
the system. To understand scaling as a tool for analysis of physical problems a
simple example is discussed.
The movement of a body with mass m in 1 dimension is illustrated in Fig.
2.9. The body is subjected to three forces: driving force Fd, spring force Fs and
friction with the surface Ff . According to Newton’s second law following equation
describes the position of the body respect with time.
m
d2u
dt2
= −Ff − Fs + Fd (2.17)
Friction, spring and driving force are given by by:
Ff = c
du
dt
Fs = ku Fd = F0Sin(wt) (2.18)
Where the driving force Fd is taken harmonic with angular frequency w and am-
plitude F0. The force exerted by the spring Fs is linearly proportional to the
deviation u (Fig. 2.9 b) measured respect to the equilibrium position (Fig. 2.9 a).
The friction force Ff is proportional to the velocity of the mass.
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Figure 2.9: A vibrating mass attached to a spring
Replacing Eq. 2.18 in Eq. 2.17 and stating the initial conditions we have:
m
d2u
dt2
+ c
du
dt
+ ku = F0Sin(wt)
u0 = u(t0) vo =
du
dt
(t0)
(2.19)
The problem (Eq. 2.19) has seven parameters m, c, k, F0, w, u0 and v0, and two
variables u and t. Considering the scaling of variables:
η =
x
a
τ =
t
b
(2.20)
The problem from Equation 2.19 takes the form:
ma
b2
d2η
d2τ
+
ca
b
dη
dτ
+ kaη = F0sin(wτ) (2.21)
Selecting a = F0/k and b =
√
m/k we have the final equation:
d2η
d2τ
+ c′
dη
dτ
+ η = sin(w′τ)
c′ = c/
√
km w′ = w
√
m/k
(2.22)
The initial parameters u′0 and v
′
o should be scaled accordingly. The scaling proce-
dure reduces the initial 7 parameters to only 4. Furthermore, to study the problem
2.22 we only need to vary the parameters c′ and w′. This same principle is applied
in section 3.3 to reduce the number of variables describing the 1D+1D model.
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Chapter 3
Model description
This chapter describes the construction of the 1D+1D model which is taken from
[19].
3.1 Transport equations
The equations describing incompressible, immiscible oil-water flow in porous media
are given by:
∂t(φSo) = −∇(φVo) (3.1)
∂t(φSw) = −∇(φVw) (3.2)
Where φ is porosity, S is saturation, V is pore velocity subscripts o and w
represent oil and water phases. Darcy viscosity is given by φVi.
φVi = −Kλi[∇pi − ρig∇z], λi = kri
µi
, (i = w, o) (3.3)
Where pi is pressure, ρi is density, λi in mobility, kri is relative permeability, µi is
viscocity, K is absolute permeability tensor, z is positive direction upwards, and g
is the gravity acceleration. The saturations and pressures are constrained by the
conditions:
Sw + So = 1, pc = po − pw (3.4)
where pc is capillary pressure. The capillary pressure function is considered known.
Adding Eq.3.1 and Eq.3.2, using Eq.3.4 and the assumption that porosity is con-
stant we have:
∂t(φ(So + Sw)) = −∇.(φ(Vo + Vw)) = −∇.(φ(Vt)) = 0 (3.5)
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The fractional flow equation is defined as:
fw =
λw
λw + λo
=
krw
µw
krw
µw
+ kro
µo
(3.6)
Using Eq. 3.3, Eq.3.4 and Eq.3.5, the total Darcy velocity is given by:
φ(Vt) = −K(λo[∇po − ρog∇z] + λw[∇(po − pc)− ρwg∇z]) (3.7)
Solving for ∇po and introducing fw:
∇po = λofwρog∇z
λw
+ fw∇pc + fwρwg∇z − fwφVt
λwK
(3.8)
On the other hand combing Eq.3.2, Eq.3.3 and Eq.3.4:
∂t(φSw) = −∇(−Kλw[∇(po − pc)− ρwg∇z]) (3.9)
Replacing Eq.3.8 in Eq.3.9 and defining ∆ρ ≡ ρw − ρo the relation describing flow
of oil and water in porous media is given by:
∂t(φSw) +∇.(φVtfw(Sw) +Kg[λofw](Sw)∆ρ∇z) = −∇.(K[λofw](Sw)∇pc(Sw))
(3.10)
Eq.3.10 shows that the change in water saturation is affected by an advective
gravitational term and a capillary diffusion term. The velocity field Vt and Sw
(denoted S in the following) are the variables to be calculated.
3.2 Fracture-matrix geometry
A combined fracture-matrix 1D+1D model is constructed in order to investigate
the role of spontaneous imbibition (SI) as a recovery mechanism in an idealized
geometry for different fracture-matrix flow regimes. The model considers flow
along a single fracture from injector to producer well with porous matrix along the
fracture being drained for oil as illustrated in Fig 3.1 taken from [19]. The fracture
in considered as 1-dimensional entity and advection is neglected in the matrix.
The system is considered in the x-y plane consisting of a single fracture, sur-
rounded by matrix on both sides in a symmetrical rectangular geometry, as illus-
trate in Fig. 3.1. The fracture is located along the y-axis, has length Ly and width
2b. The thickness of the matrix is Lx. The fracture and matrix domains are given
by:
Ωf = (x, y) : −2b < x < 0; 0 < y < Ly,
ΩM = (x, y) : −2b− Lx < x < −2b, 0 < x < Lx; 0 < y < Ly
(3.11)
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Figure 3.1: System geometry
The fracture and the matrix domains will have different properties in terms of per-
meability, porosity and flow functions. No-flow is considered at the outer bound-
aries of the matrix region. The fracture has an injector well at y = 0 and a
producer well at y = Ly, these are given by:
Γinj = (x, y) : −2b < x < 0; y = 0,
Γprod = (x, y) : −2b < x < 0; y = Ly
(3.12)
3.2.1 Matrix region
The matrix region is denoted with the superscript M . The model of Eq.3.10 is
written for the matrix domain as (ΩM) as:
∂t(φ
MS) = −∂x(KM [λMo fMw ](S)∂xpMc (S))− ∂y(KM [λMo fMw ](S)∂ypMc (S)) (3.13)
Advective transport in the matrix is neglected (the terms associated with Vt are
neglected), gravity and flow in the z-direcion are also neglected.
3.2.2 Fracture region
The fracture region is denoted with the superscript f . The model of Eq.3.10 is
written for the fracture domain
∂t(φ
fS) = −∂x(Kf [λfof fw](S)∂xpfc (S))−∂y(Kf [λfof fw](S)∂ypfc (S))−∂y(φfV ft f fw(S))
(3.14)
Advective transport in the x-axis is neglected, gravity and flow in the z-direcion
are also neglected. The fracture region is imagined as a plate with thickness 2b
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Figure 3.2: Differential element of the fracture
as shown in Fig.3.2. The mass transfer between the fracture and the matrix is
considered as a source term qw that is positive when water enters the fracture.
The model takes the form:
∂t(2bφ
fS) = qw − ∂y(2bKf [λfof fw](S)∂ypfc (S)) − ∂y(2bφfV ft f fw(S)) (3.15)
Eq. 3.15, it is assumed that perfect mixing is achieved in the fracture width.
The source term qw is is defined such that the flux entering the fracture corresponds
to the diffusive flux leaving the matrix region from both sides. That is given by:
qw = 2(−K[λofw](S)∂xpc(S)) |x=0 (3.16)
The transfer term Eq.3.16 is based purely on capillary motion due to a gradient in
capillary pressure between the fracture and the matrix. The term is evaluated at
the interface and must account for properties from both regions. Combining Eq.
3.15 and Eq. 3.16 we get the following 1D version of Eq. 3.14
∂t(φ
fS) = −1
b
(K[λofw](S)∂xpc(S)) |x=0 −∂y(Kf [λfof fw](S)∂ypfc (S))−∂y(φfV ft f fw(S))
(3.17)
3.3 Scaling the 1D+1D model
The model 1D+1D model is expressed in Eq.3.13 and 3.17.The model is scaled by
using the following parameters:
x′ =
x
Lx
, x′f = x
′ φ
f
φM
, y′ =
y
Ly
, t′ =
t
τ f
(3.18)
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Introducing the parameters of Eq.3.18 in Eq.3.13 gives:
1
τ f
∂t′(φ
MS) = − 1
L2x
∂x′(K
M [λMo f
M
w ](S)∂x′p
M
c (S))−
1
L2y
∂y′(K
M [λMo f
M
w ](S)∂y′p
M
c (S))
(3.19)
Additionally the following dimensionless parameters and functions are introduced,
µ′ =
µ
µo
, p′c(s) =
pc(s)
Px,max
= J(s), b′ =
bφf
LxφM
, λ′i(s) = λi(s)µo (3.20)
The following reference times are considered:
(i) Advetive flow in the fracture, τ f = Ly
vfT
(S)
(ii) Capillary flow in the matrix, τ c,m = φ
ML2xµo
kmPc,maxDMav
(S)
(iii) Capillary flow in the fracture, τ c,f =
φfL2yµo
kfPc,maxD
f
av
(S)
Note that Dav is a dimensionless average of the scaled capillary diffusion coef-
ficient λo(S)fw(s)J
′(s) taken over the saturation range where water will flow [19].
Dav =
1
Seq − S0
Seq∫
S0
λo(S)fw(s)
dJ(s)
ds
ds (3.21)
Combining Eq.3.19 with parameters of Eq.3.20 the following equation is ob-
tained:
∂t′(S) = −τ
fKMPc,maxD
M
av
φML2xµo
∂x′(
λ
′M
o f
M
w
Dmav
∂x′J
m)−τ
fKMPc,maxD
M
av
φML2xµo
L2x
L2y
∂y′(
λ
′M
o f
M
w
Dmav
∂y′J
m)
(3.22)
From Eq.3.22 it is possible to note that a group of constants, introduction the
following dimensionless number:
α =
τ f
τ c,m
=
Ly
vfT
KMPc,maxD
M
av
φML2xµo
(3.23)
Introducing the dimensionless parameter α. Eq.3.22 is written:
∂t′(S) = −α∂x′(λ
′M
o f
M
w
DMav
∂x′J
M)− αL
2
x
L2y
∂y′(
λ
′M
o f
M
w
DMav
∂y′J
M)
(0 < x′ < 0; 0 < y′ < 1)
(3.24)
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It is assumed that αL
2
x
L2y
<< 1 such that capillary flow in y-direction is negligible.
This is true if the water travels faster by advection in the fracture than by imbi-
bition in the matrix in y-direction [19]. The 1D model for matrix flow takes the
form of (the ’ superscript is dropped):
∂t(S) = −α∂x(λ
M
o f
M
w
DMav
∂xJ
m)
(0 < x < 0; 0 < y < 1)
(3.25)
For the fracture 1D model, Eq.3.14 is combined with Eq.3.18, this gives:
1
τ f
∂t′(φ
fS) = − 1
Lxb
(KM [λMo f
M
w ](S)∂x′pc(S)) |x=0 −
1
L2y
∂y′(K
f [λfof
f
w](S)∂y′p
f
c (S))
− 1
Ly
∂y′(φ
fV ft f
f
w(S))
(3.26)
Introducing Eq.3.20 in Eq.3.26 gives:
∂t′(S) = −LxLyK
MPc,maxD
M
av
V ft φ
ML2xbµo
(
λ
′M
o f
M
w
DMav
∂x′J
m) |x=0 −K
fPc,maxD
f
av
V ft φ
fLyµo
∂y′(
λ
′f
o f
f
w
Dfav
∂y′J
f )−∂y′(f fw)
(3.27)
Introduction the dimensionless parameters
β =
V M
V f
=
1
b′
=
Lxφ
M
bφf
γ =
τ f
τ c,f
=
KfPc,maxD
f
av
V ft φ
fLyµo
(3.28)
Introduction parameters β and γ. Eq.3.27 is written:
∂t′(S) = −αβ(λ
′M
o f
M
w
DMav
∂x′J
M) |x=0 −γ(λ
′f
o f
f
w
Dfav
∂y′J
f )− ∂y′(f fw)
(−2/β < x < 0; 0 < y < 1)
(3.29)
It is assumed that γ << 1 such that any capillary gradient in the fracture is
negligible. The velocity in fracture is proportional to the fracture permeability,
that is V ft ∝ Kf . The capillary pressure as included in DfavPc,max varies with
permeability according to Leverett J function (Eq.2.16). It follows that γ ∝ 1
Ly
√
Kf
and will become negligible for large Kf [19]. The resulting equation takes the form
(the ’ superscript is dropped):
∂t(S) = −αβ(λ
M
o f
M
w
DMav
∂xJ
M) |x=0 −∂yf fw
(−2/β < x < 0; 0 < y < 1)
(3.30)
The scaled model is summarized in Eq.3.25 and Eq.3.30.
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3.4 Initial, boundary and interface conditions
In addiction to the transport equations, the initial conditions are set in the follow-
ing form:
S(x, y, t = 0) = S0(x, y) (3.31)
Boundary conditions for the fracture at the injector is given by the composition
of the injected fluid:
S(Γinj, t) = Sinj (3.32)
The boundary at the producer is treated as a point on a semi-infinite axis, this is
expressed as:
S(−2/β < x < 0,∞, t) = S∞ (3.33)
The boundary at the exterior of the matrix is given by (no flow at both sides):
(λMo f
M
w ∂xJ
M) |x=0= 0 (3.34)
At the interface between fracture and matrix, we assume continuity in capillary
pressure, this is:
JM |x=0= Jf |x=0 (3.35)
3.5 Relative permeability and capillary pressure
functions
A normalized water saturation is given by
S∗ =
S − Swr
1− Sor − Swr (3.36)
Where Swr is residual water saturation, Sor is residual oil saturation. The rel-
ative permeability curves to be used to with the 1D+1D model are Corey type
correlations given by:
krw(S) = k
∗
w(S
∗)Nw , kro(S) = k∗o(1− S∗)No , Swr < S < 1− Sor (3.37)
Nw and Nw are Corey exponent for water and oil respectively, k
∗
w and k
∗
o are end
point permeabilities for water and oil respectively. In the fracture, the relative
permeabilities are assumed to be linear:
krw = S, kro = 1− S (3.38)
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The oil-water capillary pressure curves are defined through a dimensionless func-
tion J of the form pc(S) = Pc,maxJ(S
∗). The dimensionless function J for the
matrix is given by:
Jm(s) =
a1
1 +K1S∗
− a2
1 +K2(1− S∗) + b1 (3.39)
Curves are given by specifying parameters ai, b1, ki The capillary pressure at the
fracture is assumed zero:
Jf (S) = 0 (3.40)
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3.6 1D+1D model plus linear transfer function
In this section, the coupling of a tranfer function T with the 1D+1D model will
be described.Using the model described in Eq. 3.10, and writing the equation for
the matrix region described in equations 3.11. We have the following relation:
∂t(φ
MS) = −∂x(KM [λMo fMw ](S)∂xpMc (S))− ∂y(KM [λMo fMw ](S)∂ypMc (S)) (3.41)
For the fracture region we have:
∂t(φ
fS) = −∂y(Kf [λfof fw](S)∂ypfc (S)) − ∂y(φfV ft f fw(S)) (3.42)
If the fracture is considered as a 1 dimensional line of constant width 2b, the
equation can be written as:
∂t(2bφ
fS) = −∂y(2bKf [λfof fw](S)∂ypfc (S)) − ∂y(2bφfV ft f fw(S)) + 2T (3.43)
Where T accounts for the transfer rate from the matrix to the fracture. T is
positive when water enters the fracture.
3.6.1 Scaling the 1D+1D model plus linear transfer func-
tion
Scaling the previous equations in the same way as 1D+1D model in Section 3.3,
we get for the matrix section:
∂t(S) = −α∂x(λ
M
o f
M
w
DMav
∂xJ
m)
(0 < x < 0; 0 < y < 1)
(3.44)
For the fracture section, the equation is slightly different from Eq. 3.30. The
equation for the fracture section is derived in the following:
φf
τ f
∂t′(S) = −φ
fV fT
Ly
∂y′(f
f
w)−
Kf
L2yµo
∂y′([λ
f
of
f
w](S)∂y′(p
f
c )(S) +
T
b
(3.45)
∂t′(S) = −∂y′(f fw)−
τ fKfPmaxDav
φfL2yµo
∂y′(
[λfof
f
w](S)
Dav
∂y′(J
f )(S)) +
τ fT
φfb
(3.46)
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When T takes the form of Eq. 2.10 and we drop the ’ symbol, we have:
∂t(S) = −α( φ
ML2xµo
φfbKMPmax
)BφM(SMeq − SMw )− ∂yf fw
(−2/β < x < 0; 0 < y < 1)
(3.47)
3.7 MATLAB program for the 1D+1D numeri-
cal model
A programming language is required to implement the discretized equations and
solve them numerically. In this case MATLAB (matrix laboratory) program was
chosen [19]. MATLAB is a multi-paradigm numerical computing environment and
fourth-generation programming language. Developed by MathWorks, MATLAB
allows matrix manipulations, plotting of functions and data, implementation of
algorithms, creation of user interfaces, and interfacing with programs written in
other languages, including C, C++, Java, and Fortran.
MATLAB was chosen because its easiness to handle matrices and numerical
loops compared to programs like Excel. Moreover, the flexibility it offers to change
the wettability of the rock and to plot the results.
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Chapter 4
Numerical investigations of the
1D+1D model
As discussed in Chapter 1, the problem addressed is to understand the factors
affecting spontaneous imbibition by the use of a 1D+1D model and to test the
linear transfer function presented in Section 2.2.1. In this section, the 1D+1D
model will be used to understand the parameters affecting fracture matrix flow.
The 1D+1D model has been discretized and solved using a operator splitting
approach as explained in detail in [19]. The solution of the 1D+1D model has
been implemented into a MATLAB code. A schematic of the solution procedure
is presented in Fig. 4.1.
The MATLAB code is run changing the input parameters to identify their effect
on the output plots. As described in Chapter 3, the displacement of oil by water
takes place in a two dimensional geometry. Transport due to advection takes place
in the fracture and capillary forces influence flow in the direction perpendicular to
the fracture. First, The input parameters are presented.
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Figure 4.1: 1D+1D Numerical model solution procedure
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4.1 Input parameters
The parameters required to use the numerical calculations of the 1D+1D model
are: Well spacing Ly, Fracture aperture 2b, Fracture porosity φ
f , Matrix porosity
φm, Matrix thickness Lx, Fracture pore velocity v
f
T , Matrix permeability K
m, Oil
viscosity µo, Water viscosity µw and Initial capillary pressure Pc,max. These values
are summarized in Table 4.1.
Table 4.1: Reservoir and fluid information
Well spacing Ly 100 m
Fracture aperture 2b 0.001 m
Fracture porosity φf 1
Matrix porosity φm 0.2
Matrix thickness Lx 0.05 m
Fracture pore velocity vfT 10 m/d
Matrix permeability Km 5 mD
Oil viscosity µo 1 cp
Water viscosity µw 1 cp
Initial capillary pressure Pc,max 120 pa
It is also required to provide the capillary pressure curves for the matrix and
fracture. These are presented in Fig. 4.2. In this figure, the blue curve represents
the capillary pressure function when the rock is preferentially water wet (PWW)
and the red curve for preferentially oil wet (POW). The green line is the capil-
lary pressure in the fracture. The behaviour shows agreement with the concepts
presented in Section 2.6. This curves are qualitative in nature and do not give
an exact representation of wettability since they are not based on experimental
measurements or derived from pore scale simulations [19]. Eq. 3.39 was used to
generate these capillary pressure curves for the matrix and Eq. 3.40 was used for
the fracture. The parameters used in this equations are presented in Table 4.2.
Table 4.2: Input parameters for matrix scaled capillary pressure function Jm
A B k1 k2 b1
Pref. Oil-Wet 1 -1 30 40 -0.22
Pref. Water-Wet 1 -1 30 40 0.20
Relative permeability functions for the matrix and fracture are also required,
they are presented in Fig. 4.3. In this figure, the blue curves represents the
relative permeability when the system is preferentially water wet (PWW) and the
red curve when the system is preferentially oil wet (POW). The green lines are
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the relative permeabilities in the fracture. The behaviour of these curves shows
agreement with the concepts presented in Section 2.5. This curves are qualitative
in nature and do not give an exact representation of relative permeabilities since
they are not based on experimental measurements. Eq. 3.37 was used to generate
these relative permeability curves for the matrix and Eq. 3.38 was used for the
fracture, the parameters used in this relation are presented in Table 4.3.
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Figure 4.3: Relative permeabilities functions
The initial water saturation in the matrix is sM0 = 0.10, at which the capillary
pressure takes the highest value JM(sM0 ) = 1. The initial water saturation in the
fracture is sf0 = 0.0 (because any initial water would imbibe in the matrix) at
which the capillary pressure in the fracture is zero, Jf (sf0) = 0.
The following numerical calculations were made by dividing the matrix block
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Table 4.3: Input parameters for Corey type relative permeability functions
k∗w Nw k
∗
o No Swr Sor
Pref. Oil-Wet 0.7 2.0 0.75 3.0 0.10 0.15
Pref. Water-Wet 0.4 3.0 0.9 2.0 0.10 0.25
along the x-axis in 10 parts, that is Nx = 10 cells. In similar way the fracture
along the y-axis was divided in 30 parts, that is Ny = 30.
4.2 Preferentially water-wet
In this section the case when the rock is preferentially water-wet is described, the
PWW system is considered the base case, additionally the parameters of Table
4.1 are used. For this base case the scaled capillary diffusion coefficient (SCDC)
is plotted as function of saturation, and the average SCDC is taken between the
initial saturation S0 = 0.1 and the equilibrium saturation Seq = 0.7. This is
shown in Figure 4.4(The absolute value is taken). The following parameters are
calculated for the this case using the 1D+1D model:
Dav,0 = 0.0120, ∆S
MPWW = 0.6, τ f0 = 10d, τ
M
0 = 804d, α0 = 0.0124 β0 = 20,
µw
µo
= 1
(4.1)
τ f0 and τ
M
0 are calculated with relations stated in Section 3.3. Parameters α0
and β0 are calculated with Eq. 3.23 and Eq. 3.28 respectively. ∆S is the imbibition
potential which is calculated as ∆S = Seq − S0.
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Figure 4.4: Scaled capillary diffusion coefficient PWW
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4.3 Preferentially oil-wet
In this section the case when the rock is preferentially oil-wet is described, addi-
tionally the parameters of Table 4.1 are used. For this case the scaled capillary
diffusion coefficient (SCDC) is plotted as function of saturation, and the average
SCDC is taken between the initial saturation S0 = 0.1 and the equilibrium sat-
uration Seq = 0.2. This is shown in Fig. 4.5(The absolute value is taken). The
following parameters are calculated for the this case:
Dav,0 = 0.0152, ∆S
mPOW = 0.1, τ f0 = 10d, τ
m
0 = 634, 5d, α0 = 0.0157 β0 = 20,
µw
µo
= 1
(4.2)
These values have been calculated in the same way as for the PWW case.
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Figure 4.5: Scaled capillary diffusion coefficient POW
4.4 Influence of rock wettability
In this section, the influence of rock wettability on water saturation, total oil
recovery and capillary pressure is evaluated. As previously stated, the base case is
when the rock is PWW and will be compared to the case when the rock is POW.
A fracture volume (FV) is defined as FV= 2bLy. When injecting 1 FV and no
fracture matrix interaction occurs, the water front should reach the producer well.
However, the model shows that imbibition delays the water front. The water front
is delayed to a different rate when the rock is PWW opposed to POW. This is
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Figure 4.6: Water saturation along the fracture after injecting 1 FV
depicted in Fig. 4.6. Since more water is retained in the PWW matrix, higher
delay of the water front is observed in this case.
The effect of rock wettability on oil recovery is depicted in Fig. 4.7 after
injecting 1 RPV (RPV = φf2bLy + 2φ
MLxLy). More oil is recovered in PWW
opposed to the POW case. This is related to the imbibition potential ∆S which is
greater in the PWW case. In the PWW case water imbibes in the matrix during a
longer time compared to the POW. When water imbibes in the matrix it displaces
oil to the fracture, subsequently the water displaces the oil in the fracture towards
the producing well. Hence the greater recovery in the PWW case.
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Figure 4.7: Oil recovery after injecting 1 RPV
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The water saturation along the matrix at the injector well for PWW and POW
is presented in Fig. 4.8, clearly the water saturation in the matrix is higher in the
PWW than in the POW case. In PWW case more water is imbibed because of
higher capillary pressure.
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Figure 4.8: Water saturation along matrix PWW(left) and POW (rigth)
Fig. 4.9 shows the capillary pressure along the matrix at the injector well for
the PWW and POW cases. The capillary pressure for different injected volumes
in shown. As water imbibes in the PWW case capillary pressure reduces, reducing
the flow of water inside the matrix. As injected volume increases, the capillary
pressure along the matrix is reduced.
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Figure 4.9: Capillary pressure along matrix PWW(left) and POW (rigth)
The water saturation at different injected volumes is presented in Fig. 4.10,
this figure illustrates the effect of advection and imbibition. Initially the water
spreads into the reservoir in a bell shape. As the water front travels trough the
reservoir, the imbibition rate goes down, hence some oil stays stored in the matrix.
This figure shows the same qualitative behaviour achieved in experimental work
described in [20] where a Computer Tomography scanner was used to study the
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flow of water and air in a fracture-matrix geometry similar to the considered by
the 1D+1D model.
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Figure 4.10: Water saturation PWW at different injected volumes
left:0.1 RPV, midle:0.3 RPV, rigth: 0.5 RPV
Capillary pressure is the driving force imbibing water into the matrix and
displacing oil to the fracture. Capillary pressure at different injected volumes can
be seen in Fig. 4.11. As more water is injected, the difference in capillary pressure
between the fracture and the matrix reduces. This reduction in capillary pressure
difference reduces the imbibition rate.
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4.5 Influence of parameter α
The importance of Parameter α is discussed in this section. This parameter was
introduced in section 3.3 after scaling the 1D+1D model, and it is described by Eq.
3.23. Parameter α is directly proportional to the magnitude of capillary forces and
is crucial for the imbibition process. The importance of this parameter is evident
from Fig. 4.12 and Fig. 4.13. To generate these figures the time describing the
capillary flow in the matrix τ c,m was modified by adjusting the initial capillary
pressure Pc,max to produce different values of α but keeping β fixed.
Fig. 4.12 left shows the strong influence of parameter α on the water front
in the fracture. After injecting 0.1 RPV, the simulation with 10.0α0 shows water
front delay in the fracture compared to the one with 0.1α0. This is because higher
capillary pressure difference and more imbibition takes place in the case of 10.0α0.
When α is large, the oil recovery curves (middle Fig. 4.12) show a linear part
followed by non-linear behaviour. When α is small, only non-linear behaviour
is seen. These two different behaviours correspond to two regimes, the ”filling
fracture” and the ”instantly filled” regimes [20]. When α is small, we have an ”in-
stantly filled” regime, the fracture is rapidly filled with water and little imbibition
takes place. On the other hand, when α is large we have the ”filling fracture”
regime, in this case the fracture is slowly filled with water and large amount of
water imbibes in the matrix.
For small α, the relation between oil recovery and the square root of time is
linear (right Fig. 4.12). This observation is consistent with experimental observa-
tions in [20] where the same behaviour is seen for the ”instantly filled” regime in
an oil-water system.
In the model we see that lower injection rate increases α. According to Eq.
3.23, a reduction in the water injection rate by reducing V ft will generate higher
total oil recovery (middle Fig. 4.12). A lower injection rate represents a more
efficient uptake of water by the matrix.
When α is small, the water will flow through the fracture and only the nearest
matrix region is affected (left Fig. 4.13) This generates early water breakthrough
and low total oil recovery.
When α is big, the water will imbibe deep in the matrix and all the matrix
region is affected (right Fig. 4.13) This generates delayed water breakthrough and
high total oil recovery.
4.6 Influence of parameter β
In this section, the influence of parameter β on water saturation along the fracture
and total oil recovery is studied.
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Table 4.4: Time for injecting 1 RPV when changing β
Fracture
Aperture
2b m
β α vftm/d RPV m
2 Injection
Rate m2/d
Time to inject
1 RPV d
0.00025 80 0.0125 10 2.025 0.0025 810
0.001 20 0.0125 10 2.1 0.01 210
0.002 10 0.0125 10 2.2 0.02 110
According to Eq. 3.28, parameter β can be changed by adjusting the fracture
width 2b. For the base case (Table 4.1) we have 2b0 = 0.001 m and v
f
t = 10 m/d.
The reservoir pore volume for the base case is:
RPV = φf2bLy + 2φ
mLxLy = 1 ∗ 0.001 ∗ 100 + 2 ∗ 0.2 ∗ 0.05 ∗ 100 = 2.1m2
(4.3)
The time required to inject 1 RPV is given by:
t =
RPV
vft ∗ 2b
=
2.1
10 ∗ 0.001 = 210d (4.4)
If the fracture width 2b is changed, the time required to inject 1 RPV will also
change, as shown in Table 4.4, the calculations were made in the same way as for
the base case. It is important to note that parameter β changes while α remains
constant.
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Figure 4.13: Influence of parameter α on water saturation after
injecting 0.3 RPV, left: 0.1α0 , middle: 1.0α0, right: 10.0α0
Total oil recovery when changing parameter β is shown in Fig. 4.14, it is noted
that the bigger β is, higher oil recovery is achieved. The main reason for this
behaviour is because there is more time for imbibition to occur. However, this
considers that the injection rate is not constant (see Table 4.4).
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Figure 4.14: Influence of parameter β on total oil recovery when
α is kept constant
On the other hand, Fig. 4.15 shows the oil recovery when varying β, but at a
constant injection rate. The details are shown in Table 4.5. It is noted that the
larger beta is, lower oil recovery is achieved. In other words, at constant injection
rate, when the fracture width 2b is small the oil recovery is smaller than when
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fracture width is large.
The results are consistent with experimental observations in [20]. In this ex-
perimental studies with water and air, it was found that low water was imbibed
when the fracture width is small, defining this condition as the ”Instantly filled
fracture” regime. When the fracture width is large, higher imbibition rates are
achieved. This condition was defined as ”Filling fracture” regime.
Table 4.5: Oil recovery changing fracture width and constant injection rate
Fracture
Aperture
2b m
β α vftm/d RPV m
2 Injection
Rate m2/d
Time to inject
1 RPV d
0.00025 80 0.0031 40 2.025 0.01 202.5
0.001 20 0.0125 10 2.1 0.01 210
0.002 10 0.0250 5 2.2 0.01 220
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Figure 4.15: Influence of parameter β on total oil recovery when
the injection is constant 0.01 m2/d
4.7 Influence of viscosity ratio
In this section the influence of viscosity ratio (M = µw/µo) is evaluated. Oil
viscosity is involved in parameter α as given by Eq. 3.23, so water viscosity is
changed to keep α and β unchanged. The reference case (µw/µo = 1) is compared
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to the cases of high viscosity ratio (µw/µo = 1) and low viscosity ratio (µw/µo =
1/5).
The change in viscosity ratio will affect the fractional flow function given by
Eq. 3.6, the effect is shown in Fig. 4.16. Decreasing water viscosity increases the
value of fMw and f
f
w. The derivative of fractional flow function is affected by the
viscosity change according to Fig. 4.17.
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Figure 4.17: Effect of viscosity ratio on Fractional Flow function
derivative, left: for the matrix, right: for the fracture
When the mobility ratio is low (µw/µo = 1/5) two important observations can
be made.
The first one is that displacement of oil in the fracture is not as affective as in
the base case (µw/µo = 1). This can be seen in Fig. 4.19, the water front, inside
the fracture after injecting 1 FV, smears out compared to the base case.
The second one is that the capillary diffusion coefficient increases as shown in
Fig. 4.18. Increasing the capillary diffusion coefficient improves the imbibition
process.
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In an un-fractured reservoir a high mobility ratio has a positive effect on re-
covery in the sense that water pushes the oil toward the producer in a piston like
manner resulting in late water breakthrough [19]. In a fractured reservoir, reduc-
ing the viscosity ratio seems to improve the imbibition process. This is because
the water phase is more mobile and imbibes into the matrix easily.
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Figure 4.18: Influence of viscosity ratio on capillary diffusion co-
efficient
When the mobility ratio is high (µw/µo = 5) two important observations can
be made.
The first one is that the displacement of oil in the fracture is more effective
than the base case (µw/µo = 1). This can be seen in Fig. 4.19, the water front,
inside the fracture after injecting 1 FV, sharpens compared to the base case.
The second one is that the capillary diffusion coefficient decreases as shown
in Fig. 4.18. Decreasing the capillary diffusion coefficient worsens the imbibition
process. Reducing the amount of oil displaced to the fracture by imbibition.
The water front in fracture is shown in Fig. 4.19 and Fig. 4.20 considering
the process with and without imbibition respectively. The reduction in viscosity
ratio smears out the water front in the fracture showing that water imbibes in
the matrix. Increasing the viscosity ratio sharpens the water front improving oil
displacement in the fracture.
Fig, 4.21 left shows the water saturation in the fracture matrix geometry after
injecting 0.3 RPV when the viscosity ratio is low. Water spreads deep into the
matrix and the water front in the fracture is limited to less than half the fracture
length.
Fig. 4.21 right shows the water saturation in the fracture matrix geometry after
injecting 0.3 RPV when the viscosity ratio is high. Water spreads half the matrix
width into the matrix and the water front in the fracture reaches the producing
well.
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Figure 4.19: Influence of viscosity ratio on water front in the frac-
ture with imbibition, left: after injecting 0.5 RPV, right: after
injecting 1.0 RPV
A conclusive picture of the oil recovery as a function of viscosity ratio is pre-
sented in Fig. 4.22. It seems to be beneficial to reduce the water viscosity to
increase oil recovery. This is contrary to the case of un-fractured reservoir where
increase in water viscosity improves oil recovery. The main reason for this be-
haviour is that more water is imbibed when water viscosity is low, hence displacing
more oil to the fracture and the production well.
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Figure 4.20: Influence of viscosity ratio on water front in the frac-
ture without imbibition, left: after injecting 0.5 RPV, right: after
injecting 1.0 RPV
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Figure 4.21: Effect of viscosity ratio on water saturation after
injecting 0.3 RPV, left: µw/µo = 1/5, right: µw/µo = 1/5
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Figure 4.22: Influence of viscosity ratio on oil recovery
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Chapter 5
Linear transfer function testing
5.1 Comparing the 1D+1D model to the linear
transfer function model in PWW system
In this section the 1D+1D model described by Eq. 3.25 and Eq. 3.30 will be
compared to the linear transfer function model described by Eq. 3.44 and Eq.
3.47 (LTF is used in the figures to denote the linear transfer function model). To
make this comparison, all constants for the base case are used as given in Table
4.1. The saturation curves for the PWW case are used. 10 grid cells are used
along x-direction in the matrix and 30 grid cells are used along the fracture.
Fig. 5.1 shows the oil recovery calculated with the linear transfer function
and the 1D+1D model, after injecting 1 RPV. Various values of B constants have
been used (B = 4E − 8, 6E − 8 and 9E − 8). The recovery calculated with the
linear transfer function when B = 6E − 8 matches closely the recovery calculated
with the 1D+1D model. However, at early time, the linear transfer function over
predicts the recovery. Furthermore, the linear transfer function predicts slightly
lower recovery after injecting 2.5 FV’s. It is possible to see that for B = 9E − 8
the oil recovery is lower than for B = 4E − 8, which means that the oil recovery
is inversely proportional to the rate constant B.
Fig. 5.2 shows oil recovery at early time. In this picture, it is possible to
appreciate a mismatch between the two models. The 1D+1D model shows linear
behaviour before breakthrough, but the linear transfer function fails to reproduce
this behaviour. This is because the linear transfer function considers the recovery
as an exponential function of time (Section 2.2.1).
Fig. 5.3 shows a comparison when 1 FV has been injected. For various values
of B constant. The figure shows a close match between the linear transfer function
and the 1D+1D model when B = 6E− 8. The close match means that the rate at
which water imbibes in the matrix is similar in both models. When B > 6E−8, the
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Figure 5.1: Oil recovery after injecting 1 RPV when using linear
transfer function in PWW system
imbibition is higher than the predicted by the 1D+1D model, and when B < 6E−8
the imbibition is lower than the predicted by the 1D+1D model.
Fig. 5.4 shows the water saturation in the fracture matrix geometry calculated
with the linear transfer function (LTF) at the top and the 1D+1D model at the
bottom. Both models calculate similar water saturations in the fracture matrix
geometry.
Additionally, the water saturation and capillary pressure in the matrix at the
injector well is presented in Appendix A
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Figure 5.2: Oil recovery calculated with linear transfer function
model before breakthrough in PWW system
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Figure 5.3: Water saturation along the fracture after injecting 1
FV comparison between the 1D+1D model and the linear transfer
function model
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Figure 5.4: Calculated water saturation, top left:using LTF model
after injecting 0.1 RPV,top middle:using LTF model after in-
jecting 0.3 RPV, top right:using LTF model after injecting 0.5
RPV, bottom left:using 1D+1D model after injecting 0.1 RPV,
bottom middle:using 1D+1D model after injecting 0.3 RPV, bot-
tom right:using LTF model after injecting 0.5 RPV
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5.2 Comparing the 1D+1D model to the linear
transfer function model in POW system
In this section, the 1D+1D model described by Eq. 3.25 and Eq. 3.30 will be
compared to the linear transfer function model described by Eq. 3.44 and Eq.
3.47. To make this comparison, all constants for the base case are used as given
in Table 4.1. The saturation curves for the POW case are used. 10 grid cells are
used along x-direction in the matrix and 30 grid cells are used along the fracture.
Fig. 5.5 shows the oil recovery calculated with the linear transfer function and
the 1D+1D model, after injecting 1 RPV. Various values of rate constants B have
been used (B = 3E−8, 2E−8 and 1E−9). The recovery calculated with the linear
transfer function when B = 1E−9 matches closely the recovery calculated with the
1D+1D model. However, at early time, the linear transfer function over predicts
the recovery. Furthermore, the linear transfer function predicts very similar oil
recovery after injecting 4 FV’s. It is possible to see that for B = 3E − 8 and
B = 2E − 8 the oil recovery is higher than for B = 1E − 9.
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Figure 5.5: Oil recovery after injecting 1 RPV when using linear
transfer function in POW system
Fig. 5.6 shows a comparison when 1 FV has been injected. For various values
of rate constant B. The figure shows that there is no match between the linear
transfer function and the 1D+1D model. The mismatch between both models
means that the linear transfer function model while giving an appropriate approx-
imation of the oil recovery, fails to reproduce the water front inside the fracture
before breakthrough. When B = 1E − 9, the water front inside the matrix is
similar as if there were no fracture matrix interaction.
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Figure 5.6: Water saturation along the fracture after injecting 1
FV comparison between the 1D+1D model and the linear transfer
function in POW system
Additionally, the water saturation and capillary pressure in the matrix at the
injector well is presented in Appendix B
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5.3 The effect of grid size on rate constant B
In this section the effect of decreasing the grid size along the matrix and the
fracture will be evaluated. Rate constant B is expected to change to match the
oil recovery calculated with the 1D+1D model. To make this comparison, all
constants for the base case are used as given in Table 4.1. The saturation curves
for the PWW and POW case are used. The grid cells along x-direction (nx) and
grid cells along the fracture (ny) will be varied. The plots for oil recovery as a
function of grid size are presented in Appendix C. These plots show that the rate
constant B is inversely proportional to the grid size. If the size of this cells is small
the rate constant should increase.
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5.4 The effect of matrix permeability KM on rate
constant B
In this section the effect of changing the matrix permeability will be evaluated. To
make this comparison, all constants for the base case are used as given in Table
4.1. The saturation curves for the PWW and POW case are used. 10 grid cells
are used along x-direction in the matrix and 30 grid cells along the fracture. The
matrix permeabilities used are KM = 1mD, 5mD and 25mD
Fig. 5.7 shows that when changing the matrix permeability, the rate constant
B should be adjusted to match oil recovery calculated with the 1D+1D model.
When the matrix permeability increases, the rate constant B decreases to match
the oil recovery given by the 1D+1D model. It is seen that in PWW systems, the
rate constant B is directly proportional to the permeability.
Fig. 5.8 shows that when the matrix permeability increases, the rate constant
B increases to match the oil recovery given by the 1D+1D model. It is seen that
in POW systems, the rate constant B is directly proportional to the permeability.
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Figure 5.7: Oil recovery after injecting 1 RPV in PWW system
calculated with the linear transfer function and the 1D+1D model
for various values of matrix permeability KM
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Figure 5.8: Oil recovery after injecting 1 RPV in POW system
calculated with the linear transfer function and the 1D+1D model
for various values of matrix permeability KM
5.5 The effect of matrix porosity φM on rate con-
stant B
In this section the effect of changing the matrix porosity will be evaluated. To
make this comparison, all constants for the base case are used as given in Table
4.1. The saturation curves for the PWW and POW cases are used. 10 grid cells
are used along x-direction in the matrix and 30 grid cells along y-direction in the
fracture. The matrix porosities used are φM = 0.1, 0.2 and 0.3
Fig.5.9 shows that when changing the matrix porosity, the rate constant B
should be adjusted to match the 1D+1D model oil recovery. It is noted that the
rate constant B is inversely proportional to matrix porosity in a PWW system. It
is interesting to note that when matrix porosity is φM = 0.1 the oil recovery is the
highest compared to the other porosities evaluated. This is because imbibition is
especially effective at low porosity.
If we recall the relations for parameters α (Eq. 3.28) and β (Eq. 3.23), we can
see that α is inversely proportional to matrix porosity and β directly proportional
to matrix porosity. Increasing matrix porosity will decrease α and increase β hence
reducing oil recovery. This scenario has been evaluated in Section 4.6, the result
was shown in Fig. 4.15.
Fig.5.10 shows that the rate constant B is inversely proportional to matrix
porosity in a POW system. As discussed in the previous figure, at φM = 0.1 the
oil recovery is the highest compared to the other porosities evaluated.
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Figure 5.9: Oil recovery after injecting 1 RPV in PWW system
calculated with the linear transfer function and the 1D+1D model
for various values of matrix porosity φM
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Figure 5.10: Oil recovery after injecting 1 RPV in POW rock
calculated with the linear transfer function and the 1D+1D model
for various values of matrix porosity φM
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Chapter 6
Discussion and conclusions
A discussion of the numerical investigations made during this work is presented
and conclusions are drawn to answer the objectives posed on Section 1.3. The
discussion is developed based on the results presented here and the information
obtained from the literature review.
6.1 Discussion on the 1D+1D model
When using the 1D+1D model with different saturations curves, clear differences
appear. The effect of the capillary pressure curve on oil recovery is very important,
this was studied in Section 4.4. The concept of imbibition potential (∆S = Seq−S0)
is very important. When the rock is POW the imbibition potential is ∆SmPOW =
0.1, when the rock is PWW the imbibition potential is ∆SmPWW = 0.6. This
characteristic seems to dominate the amount of imbibition that will take place in
fracture matrix flow. The higher the imbibition potential, the more imbibition
will be. Fig. 4.7 shows the difference in oil recovery when the system is PWW
compared to a POW system. In Section 3.3, the 1D+1D model was scaled and
two dimensional numbers were obtained α and β. If we consider Eq.3.28 and
Eq.3.23, it is noted that by varying the dimensional numbers α and β, the effect
of 9 variables (Well spacing Ly, Fracture aperture 2b, Fracture porosity φ
f , Matrix
porosity φm, Matrix thickness Lx, Fracture pore velocity v
f
T , Matrix permeability
Km, Oil viscosity µo and Initial capillary pressure Pc,max.) is considered.
When studying the 1D+1D model in Section 4.5, the effect of changing α
parameter was evaluated when keeping β constant. From Eq. 3.23 it is possible
to see that α is directly proportional to the well spacing Ly, matrix permeability
Km, initial capillary pressure Pc,max and inversely proportional to fracture pore
velocity vfT , matrix porosity φ
m, matrix thickness Lx and oil viscosity µo.
When α is large, the water will imbibe deep in the matrix. More water is drawn
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from the fracture into the matrix. Increasing α improves oil recovery as given by
Fig. 4.12. It also generates a delay in the water front inside the fracture.
When α is small, the water will flow through the fracture, and only the nearest
region of the matrix will imbibe water. This will reduce the total oil recovery and
generate early water breakthrough.
When varying α, it is possible to distinguish two flow regimes. When α is large
the ”filling fracture” and ”instantly filled” regimes [20] can be identified. When
α is small, only the ”instantly filled” regime is observed on the oil recovery curve
(Fig. 4.12 middle and right).
Reducing fracture pore velocity vfT increases α which improves oil recovery.
Hence, a lower injection rate represents a more efficient uptake of water by the
matrix.
When studying the 1D+1D model in Section 4.6, the effect of changing β
parameter was evaluated in two scenarios, first when keeping α constant and then
when changing α. From Eq. 3.28 it is possible to see that β is directly proportional
to matrix thickness Lx, matrix porosity φ
m, and inversely proportional to fracture
aperture 2b and porosity φf .
First the scenario when increasing β at constant α is discussed. This can
only be achieved by decreasing fracture aperture 2b or/and porosity φf . How-
ever, it is important to keep in mind that in the 1D+1D model, if fracture aper-
ture 2b is changed, so is the injection rate, as given by the following relationship
InjectionRate = 2bvfT . When decreasing the fracture aperture 2b, oil recovery will
increase as depicted in Fig. 4.14, the reason for this increase is that the injection
rate is reduced, this means that in order to inject a given volume, more time is
required, giving more time for imbibition to occur.
The scenario when increasing β and reducing α is discussed now. This scenario
takes place when decreasing the fracture aperture 2b and increasing pore velocity
vfT to keep a constant injection rate. Increasing parameter β and decreasing α
increases oil recovery as depicted in Fig. 4.15. The highest oil recovery in this
figure describes a scenario when the fracture is wide, and the water takes more
time to travel in the fracture, hence there is more time for interaction with the
matrix to occur. This is consistent with experiments presented in [20]. Where
the fracture aperture was studied by using a computer tomography scanner to
take images of the fluids saturations, in these studies the amount of spontaneous
imbibition registered was directly proportional to the fracture width.
When varying β, it is possible to distinguish two flow regimes in the oil recovery
curves in Fig. 4.14. When β is large the ”filling fracture” regime is dominant and
the oil recovery is a linear function of time. When β is small, two flow regimes
are present, the ”filling fracture” and ”instantly filled” [20]. The oil recovery is a
linear function of time before breakthrough and non-linear after it.
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When studying the 1D+1D model in Section 4.7, the effect of changing the
viscosity ratio (M = µw/µo) is evaluated. From Eq. 3.23 and Eq. 3.28 it is
possible to see that changing µw can modify the viscosity ratio M and keep α and
β constant.
Changing the viscosity ratio M = µw/µo affects the fractions flow functions in
matrix (fMW ) and the fracture (f
f
W ). as given by Fig. 4.16.
When the viscosity ratio is low (µw/µo = 1/5), the displacement of oil in
the fracture is not as efficient as in the base case (µw/µo = 1). However, more
water imbibes in the matrix in this case. This is because water flows more easily.
Reducing the water viscosity will increase oil recovery by spontaneous imbibition.
When the viscosity ratio is high (µw/µo = 5), the displacement of oil in the
fracture is more efficient compared to the base case (µw/µo = 1). The mobility of
the water phase is reduced, decreasing the amount of oil produced by spontaneous
imbibition.
6.2 Discussion on the linear transfer function
In Section 5, a comparison between the 1D+1D model (Eq. 3.25, Eq. 3.30) and
the linear transfer function model (Eq. 3.44, Eq. 3.47) was made. The goal was
to test the linear transfer function of the form T = BφM(Seq − SM) (see Section
2.2.1), where B is a rate constant given in 1/s.
The idea was to understand the physical properties that determine the rate
constant B. The properties evaluated were rock wettability, effect of grid size, ma-
trix permeability and porosity. After computing the oil recovery with the 1D+1D
model for a given set of properties, the rate constant B was adjusted to match as
close as possible the 1D+1D oil recovery curve. Section 5.1 compares the 1D+1D
model and the linear transfer function model for a PWW system. A value of
B = 6E−8 matches the oil recovery curve of the 1D+1D model. The rate constant
found is close to the value used in [7], where the linear transfer function was used
to evaluate water flooding of a Chinese oil field, using a rate constant B = 8E− 8
for a system between PWW and mixed-wet. The values of B = 6E−8, reproduces
closely the water front in the fracture, the water saturation and capillary pressure
in the matrix.
It is important to note that the linear transfer function model cannot reproduce
the linear behaviour of the oil recovery curve before breakthrough. This is because
the transfer function was derived under the assumption that the oil recovery curve
is an exponential function of time. In Section 5.2, a POW system is considered.
It was found that a value of B = 1E − 9 matches the oil recovery curve of the
1D+1D model. However, this values fails to reproduce the water front in the
fracture before breakthrough. From this observation it is inferred that the linear
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transfer function fails to reproduce completely the physics of the fracture matrix
flow before breakthrough.
In Section 5.3, the effect of grid size on the rate constant B is studied. The
saturation curves for the PWW case and the properties of Table 4.1 were used.
It was found that the grid size plays a role modifying the rate constant (Table
6.1). If a small grid size is going to be used, the rate constant B should increase
to match the oil recovery calculated with the 1D+1D model.
Table 6.1: Rate constant B as function of grid size
Rate constant B 1/s grid cells along
x-direction nx
grid cells along the
y-direction ny
6E-8 10 30
6E-8 20 60
9E-8 40 120
In Section 5.4, the effect of matrix permeability KM on rate constant B is
evaluated, it is found that B is directly proportional to the matrix permeability,
that is B ∝ KM .
In Section 5.5, the influence of matrix porosity φM on rate constant B is eval-
uated. It is noticed that B is inversely proportional to the matrix porosity, that
is B ∝ 1
φM
It is relevant to compare the findings about the rate constant B, with the
relation found in the literature to calculate this parameter B = b
√
KM
φM
σ
L2c
√
µoµw
(Eq. 2.6).
The relations found in the literature shows good agreement with the findings
from the linear transfer function testing since they show that B is directly propor-
tional to matrix permeability and inversely proportional to matrix porosity.
It is noted that the oil-water interfacial tension is part of the relation. However,
since the 1D+1D model does not consider interfacial tension, it was not possible
to test the influence of this property.
6.3 Conclusions
The main objective of this work is to understand the factors affecting spontaneous
imbibition by the use of a 1D+1D model.
The following conclusions are drawn based on the objectives stated in Section
1.3.
1. The role of saturation curves was studied qualitatively, showing that the
wettability of the system is the driving factor influencing oil production by
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spontaneous imbibition. When waterflooding takes place, a preferentially
water-wet system produces significantly more oil than a preferentially oil
wet system.
2. Respect to the dimensionless parameters α and β. When α increases at
constant β, the water imbibes deep in the matrix. Increasing α improves oil
recovery. When α is small, only the ”instantly filled” regime is observed on
the oil recovery curve, generating poor oil recovery.
When increasing β at constant α, oil recovery will increase, this is because
water injection rate is reduced.
Increasing parameter β and decreasing α increases oil recovery. This de-
scribes an scenario when the fracture is wide, and the water takes more time
to travel in the fracture, hence there is more time for imbibition to occur.
When β is large the ”filling fracture” regime is dominant and the oil recovery
is a linear function of time. When β is small, two flow regimes are present,
the ”filling fracture” and ”instantly filled”.
3. When the viscosity ratio is low (µw/µo = 1/5), more water imbibes in the
matrix compared to the base case (µw/µo = 1). This is because water
flows more easily. Reducing the water viscosity increases oil recovery by
spontaneous imbibition.
When the viscosity ratio is high (µw/µo = 5), the mobility of the water phase
is reduced, decreasing the amount of oil produced by spontaneous imbibition.
4. The linear transfer function of the form T = BφM(Seq − SMw ) can repro-
duce the oil recovery curve produced with the original 1D+1D model. How-
ever, this transfer function cannot reproduce the linear recovery curve before
breakthrough. This is because the linear transfer function was derived con-
sidering that oil recovery is an exponential function of time.
The following relation was observed for the rate constant B ∝ KM
φM
. Where
KM is the matrix absolute permeability and φM is the porosity.
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Appendix A
Matrix saturation and capillary
pressure plots for Preferentially
Water-Wet system
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Figure A.1: Water saturation along the matrix
Fig. A.1 presents the water saturation along the matrix at the injector well
for different injected volumes for a PWW system. After injecting 0.1 RPV, the
linear transfer function shows slower advance of the water front inside the matrix
compared to the 1D+1D model. The gap is considerable, but this gap reduces
when the injected volume is 0.5 RPV. When 1.0 RPV has been injected, the water
front inside the matrix for the linear transfer function and the 1D+1D model is
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similar.
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Figure A.2: Capillary pressure along the matrix
Fig. A.2 presents the capillary pressure along the matrix at the injector well
for different injected volumes for a PWW system. The capillary pressure inside the
matrix calculated with the linear transfer function model when 0.1 RPV has been
injected is lower than the capillary pressure calculated with the 1D+1D model.
However, when 1.0 RPV has been injected, the capillary pressure inside the matrix
is similar for both models.
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Appendix B
Matrix saturation and capillary
pressure plots for Preferentially
Oil-Wet system
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Figure B.1: Water saturation along matrix for various injected
volumes in POW rock calculated with the linear transfer function
and the 1D+1D model
Fig. B.1 presents the water saturation along the matrix at the injector well for
different injected volumes for a POW system. Since the rock is POW the water
saturation along the matrix remains bellow 0.2. Low imbibition is observed as
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expected for the POW rock. The constant B = 1E− 9 was used. A perfect match
between the linear transfer function and the 1D+1D model is distinguished.
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Figure B.2: Capillary pressure along matrix for various injected
volumes in POW rock calculated with the linear transfer function
and the 1D+1D model
Fig. B.2 presents the capillary pressure along the matrix at the injector well
for different injected volumes for a POW system. The constant B = 1E − 9 was
used. Capillary pressure reduces as injected volume increases. A perfect match
between the linear transfer function and the 1D+1D model is distinguished.
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Appendix C
Influence of grid size on rate
constant B
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Figure C.1: Oil recovery after injecting 1 RPV in PWW system
calculated with the linear transfer function and the 1D+1D model
with nx = 10 and ny = 30
Fig. C.1 shows the oil recovery calculated with the 1D+1D model and the
linear transfer function when rate constant B = 6E − 8 and the grid size is given
by nx = 10 and ny = 30. As discussed previously, there is a close match, meaning
that the rate constant B is appropriate.
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Figure C.2: Oil recovery after injecting 1 RPV in PWW system
calculated with the linear transfer function and the 1D+1D model
with nx = 20 and ny = 60
Fig. C.2 shows the oil recovery calculated with the 1D+1D model and the
linear transfer function when rate constant B = 6E − 8 and the grid size is given
by nx = 20 and ny = 60. As discussed previously, there is a close match, meaning
that the rate constant B is still appropriate.
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Figure C.3: Oil recovery after injecting 1 RPV in PWW system
calculated with the linear transfer function and the 1D+1D model
with nx = 40 and ny = 120
Fig. C.3 shows the oil recovery calculated with the 1D+1D model and the
linear transfer function when rate constant B = 5E − 8, 6E − 8, 9E − 8 and
the grid size is given by nx = 40 and ny = 120. In this case, the rate constant
B = 6E − 8 is no longer appropriate to match the oil recovery from the 1D+1D
model, instead B = 9E−8 gives a better match. This means that the rate constant
is inversely proportional to the grid size.
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Appendix D
Numerical discretization of the
linear transfer function model
The discretization of the linear transfer function model is presented is this section.
The discretization is similar to the one of the 1D+1D model presented in [19].
The governing equations described by Eq. 3.47 and Eq. 3.44 are solved using
an operator splitting approach, where the scaled linear transfer function model is
split in to the following two subsystems:
• System 1: Flow in the y-direction
∂t(S) = 0 (0 < x < 0; 0 < y < 1)
∂t(S) = −∂yf fw (−2/β < x < 0; 0 < y < 1)
(D.1)
• System 2: Flow in the x-direction
∂t(S) = −α∂x(λ
M
o f
M
w
DMav
∂xJ
m) (0 < x < 0; 0 < y < 1)
∂t(S) = −α( φ
ML2xµo
φfbKMPmax
)BφM(SMeq − SMw ) (−2/β < x < 0; 0 < y < 1)
(D.2)
Discretization of System 1 is presented in [19] and will not be discussed here.
The discretization of System 2 is discussed now, even though the discretization
is similar to the one presented in [19], the interaction between the matrix and
fracture now is represented by the transfer function. This system is convenient to
consider relatively to the dimensionless time t∗ = t
τM
. Consequently, the model of
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Eq. D.2 takes the form (where we skip the ∗ superscript).
∂t(S) = −∂x(λ
M
o f
M
w
DMav
∂xJ
m) (0 < x < 0; 0 < y < 1)
∂t(S) = −( φ
ML2xµo
φfbKMPmax
)BφM(SMeq − SMw ) (−2/β < x < 0; 0 < y < 1)
(D.3)
The fracture is connected to the matrix by letting the fracture be cell 1 in the
grid and the cells 2 to ,...,Nx + 1 cover the Nx cells of the matrix.
To describe the flow in the interior part of the matrix the first equation of
Eq.D.3 is used:
Sn+1i − Sni
∆t
= −(λ
M
o f
M
w )i+1/2
JMi+1−JMi
∆x
− (λMo fMw )i−1/2 J
M
i −JMi−1
∆x
∆x
(i = 3, .., Nx) (D.4)
The coefficients (λMo f
M
w )i+1/2 are evaluated as described in [19].
At the first cell in the matrix region we have:
Sn+12 − Sn2
∆t
= −
(λMo f
M
w )2+1/2
JM3 −JM2
∆x
− (λMo fMw )2−1/2 J
M
2 −Jf1
∆x/2
∆x
(i = 2) (D.5)
At the last cell we have:
Sn+1Nx+1 − SnNx+1
∆t
= −−(λ
M
o f
M
w )Nx+1/2
JMNx+1−J
f
Nx
∆x
∆x
(i = Nx + 1) (D.6)
At the fracture, the second equation of Eq. D.3 is used, then at the fracture
cell we have:
Sn+11 − Sn1
∆t
= −( φ
ML2xµo
φfbKMPmax
)BφM(SMeq − Sn2 ) (i = 1) (D.7)
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Appendix E
Nomenclature
Table E.1: Variables
Variables Name Units
Ly Well spacing m
Lx Matrix thickness m
b Half fracture aperture m
φf Fracture porosity -
φm Matrix porosity -
vfT Fracture pore velocity m/d
Km Matrix permeability mD
µo Oil viscosity cp
µw Water viscosity cp
Pc,max Initial capillary pressure pa
V Pore volume m3
τ Time for flow s
T Mass transfer rate 1/s
B Mass transfer rate constant 1/s
α Ratio of time for flow in the fracture to
time for capillary flow in the matrix
-
β Ratio of matrix pore volume to fracture
pore volume
-
γ Ratio of time for flow in the fracture to
time for capillary flow in the fracture
-
J J Leverett function -
S Saturation -
λ Phase mobility mD/cp
p phase pressure pa
Continued on next page
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Table E.1 – Continued from previous page
Variables Name Units
f fractional flow function -
g gravity m/s2
z vector pointing downwards -
Ω Fracture/Matrix domain -
Γ Injection/Production domain -
x Length x-direction m
y Length y-direction m
t Time s
D Dimensionless scaled capillary diffusion
coefficient
-
a1 Parameter of the J function -
a2 Parameter of the J function -
b1 Parameter of the J function -
k1 Parameter of the J function -
k2 Parameter of the J function -
∆S Imbibition potential -
M Water-oil viscosity ratio -
Table E.2: Abbreviations
DFDM discrete fracture discrete matrix
FV Fracture volume
LTF Linear transfer function
NFR Naturally fractured reservoir
SCDC Scaled capillary diffusion coefficient
POW Preferentially oil-wet
PWW Preferentially water-wet
RPV Reservoir pore volume
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Table E.3: Subscripts
Variables Name
av Average
eq Equilibrium
c Capillary
o Oil phase
w Water phase
max Maximum
0 Initial
t Total
r Relative
x Along x-direction
y Along y-direction
Table E.4: Supercripts
Variables Name
c, f Capillary flow in fracture
c,M Capillary flow in matrix
f Fracture
n Time level
M Matrix
′ Dimensionless
∗ Normalized
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